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Our happy little family. Image: International Astronomer Union - IAU.com 

 

We have previously discussed our Earth, our Moon, and our Sun. Now, let’s meet the rest of our happy little 

Solar System. This chapter deals with an overview of the entire system from the Sun to the Oort Cloud nearly a 

light year away. Many more details are covered during class lessons via my ever-popular PowerPoint 

presentations about individual planets, the Dwarf Planets, Meteors & asteroids, and bears, Oh, My! 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7: 
Our Planetary Neighborhood 

(LONG Chapter…) 
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Key Points: 

 The solar system (SS) consists of a whole heckuva lot more than you know 

 All the planets orbit the Sun in a flat-ish disc; held in orbit by the Sun’s immense gravity 

 There are two groups of planets; Inner 4 & Outer 4. (Fantastic 4 is not important right now…) 

 The SS formed about 4.6 Billion years ago from an interstellar cloud left over after a previous supernova. 

 The SS does not end at Neptune’s orbit; there are thousands & thousands of things past Neptune that 

are in orbit about the Sun 

 The SS consists of our Sun, 8 planets, and thousands of asteroids & comets. 

 

Solar System Overview The SS consists of the Sun and everything that directly orbits it. These include the eight 

planets, the hundreds of moons of the eight planets, asteroids, and a virtual beehive-like swarm of icy comets 

way far away. All the planets orbit in the same direction and in a flat disc. Let’s take a quick look at each 

component. 

 

The Sun Read Chapter 6. The Sun is a typical star made of hydrogen and helium that “burns” through the 

process of nuclear fusion. The Sun represents roughly 99.99997% of the mass of the entire SS, so, yeah, he’s the 

really REALLY big kid on the block. Take a look at the scale of our SS major objects: 

 
SS Image: Personal Graphic Library (Source Unknown / Forgotten) 

 

The EIGHT Planets The planets are grouped into two distinct “families”; the Inner Planets and the Outer 

Planets. The Inner Planets - Mercury, Venus, Earth, & Mars - are rocky small guys residing “close” to the Sun. 

The Outer Planets – Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, & Neptune - are giant gas balls; sorta like most teachers you know.  

The Inner Planets are relatively close to the Sun compared to the vast distances to the Outer Guys. Take a look 

at: 
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And from the sideview? 
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A few things you need to notice in the above two images.  

1. Top view: See something weird about Venus? 

2. Top view: See something weird about Pluto’s orbit? 

3. Sideview: See something weird about Venus? 

4. Sideview: See something weird about Pluto’s orbit? 

 

Planet Data: 

 
 

[NOTE: The only additions/corrections to the above table is the #Satellites; the last column. Many have been 

found since 2006. In fact, just this week (07/15/2013) a new moon of Neptune was found by Hubble.] 

 

Asteroids & Comets The general definitions of these two things have grown fuzzy over the last few years. 

Asteroids have always been considered rocks that range from a few meters across to 1000 km (Ceres) that orbit 

the Sun while comets have been considered icy clumps that range up to only about 10 km; dirty snowballs. 

However, astronomers have recently found asteroids with comet-like features like the telltale tail and comets 

that are more rocky than icy. So…  

http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2013/30/image/a/
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Most asteroids are found in or near the asteroid belt between the orbits of Mars & Jupiter. They may be the 

remains of a failed planet or what’s left after a seriously bad planetary collision. We really don’t know. Most 

comets, however, come from what’s called the Oort Cloud. The Oort Cloud is far beyond Neptune’s (& Pluto;s) 

orbit. It extends 40,000 to 100,000 AU from the Sun. There is another small “belt” of comets just beyond 

Neptune’s orbit called the Kuiper Belt at about 60 AU. 

 

Origin of SS We know the SS was formed through a process called accretion. This is where a huge cloud of gas, 

mostly hydrogen and dust, just like the image below. 

 

 
Image: http://www.kirksville.k12.mo.us/khs/teacher_web/alternative/universe.html 

 

Description of above image: 

(a) A large, possibly 100 light year wide, nebula starts to pull together due to mutual gravity between all 

the individual particles and atoms.  

(b) Coalescence occurs. More and more mass falls into the center of the cloud. Angular momentum 

(demonstrated in class) dictates that a disc must form due to preferential motions. 

http://www.kirksville.k12.mo.us/khs/teacher_web/alternative/universe.html
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(c) A gap forms between the central mass and the fast-moving material outside this accretion disc. 

(d) The central mass becomes massive enough tpo have enough gravity to squish protons together via 

nuclear fusion and turns on; all of a sudden, it’s a star. The other mass around the outside begins to 

clump together due to localized gravity. 

(e) Voila. Our SS is born. 

 

The above five steps to SS formations begs a big question. 

 

Q1. Where did the original interstellar cloud come from? 

A1. Based on the size of the Sun and the far away proximity of the nearest stars, it is believed that our 

Sun is a son or grandson of the original Sun. The 1st star, let’s call him John Wayne, in this area was huge. 

It blew up in what is called a supernova, discussed later. The stuff left over after the original star’s death 

formed another star or two or ten. The supernova remnant (nebula) left over after John Wayne blew up 

was absolutely huge; possibly 1000 light years wide. The 2nd Sun/Son, if not the one we have now, also 

blew up, but not as violently as John. You know John Wayne had a temper…  

Q2. Do we have any evidence of all this? 

A2. Yep. Take a look at these Hubble images of the great Orion Nebula. 
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Images of protostars forming with planetary discs. 

 

Moons There are two main ways planets get moons. Our Moon was discussed in Chapter 5. The method 

depends on the size of the moon. Probably. The large moons were most likely formed the same way the planet 

was formed; by gravitational accretion. The smaller ones were most likely captured by the big planet’s gravity. 

The captured moons used to be asteroids, but they got too close to a planet and “fell” into the surrounding 

gravity well and can’t escape. 

 

The Inner (Terrestrial) Planets - Mercury, Venus, Us, & Mars  
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Image: Original from class PPTX. Inner planets to scale.  

 

Some general info on the inner planets we already know. They are each rocky, have iron cores, and only Earth & 

Mars show signs of life. So, let’s chat about each one separately.  
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Mercury  

 
Image by NASA Messenger probe 2012: http://www.cosmicelk.net/Mercury.htm 

 

Mercury Data: 

 
Named: Roman deity, Messenger of the Gods 

Distance from Sun: 57,910,000 km (35,980,000 miles, 0.39 AU) 

Radius: 2,440 km (1,516 miles) 

Density: 5427 kg/m³ 

Rotational Period - Length of day: 58 ½ d  

Orbital Period - Length of year: 88 d  

Average Orbital Speed : 48 km/s 

Surface Gravity: 3.7 m/s
2
 (0.38 g) 

Mass: 3.3 x 10
23

 kg (0.055 Earth mass) 

Average Surface Temperature:: 340 K (Min 100 K, Max 700 K) 

http://www.cosmicelk.net/Mercury.htm
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Moons: None 

Atmosphere: None 

Most folks think Mercury is the hottest planet simply because it is closest to the sun. Au contraire, mon frère. 

Mercury has no atmosphere to speak of; just like our Moon. Further, its size is similar to our Moon. With no 

atmosphere, there is nothing to hold the heat from the day side to the night side. Atmosphere’s act like blankets 

and keep both sides about the same temperature. Notice Mercury temperatures range from 100 K (-173oC or -

280oF) to 700K (427oC or 800oF). Very cold to very hot all in one day. 

 

 
Image: Original from class PPTX. Mercury & our Moon to scale.  

 

Notice anything similar? Well, duh. They are both pocked with craters. Here is a newer high resolution image of 

Mercury: 
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Image by NASA Messenger probe 2012: http://www.cosmicelk.net/Mercury.htm 

Looks like our Moon, eh? Except it is a little smoother. There’s a simple reason for that; the close proximity of 

the Sun keeps tugging at the core making Mercury really hot inside. In fact, Mercury has a huge molten core. 

 
 

See how Earth’s molten core is only about 30% of the entire planet whereas Mercury is almost all hot core. The 

large size of the core keeps the surface soft-ish and, over time, hides the larger craters; unlike out Moon that is 

dead and cold and can’t hide anything. 

 

Mercury’s orbit is a bit strange, also. Note a day is 58 days and a year is 88 days. That means that one complete 

orbit around the Sun takes 1 ½ Mercury days.  

http://www.cosmicelk.net/Mercury.htm
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Image: http://www.mhhe.com/physsci/astronomy/fix/student/chapter10/10f03.html 

 

Follow the above image of Mercury’s orbit from position #1 at bottom to position #7, also at bottom. Notice that 

through the entire orbit around the sun, Mercury has rotated on its axis 1 ½ times. Cool. 

 

Really cool double crater on Mercury: 

 
 

 

http://www.mhhe.com/physsci/astronomy/fix/student/chapter10/10f03.html
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Venus  

 
See Venus? 

 

Venus Data: 

 
Named: Roman Goddess of Love & Beauty 

Distance from Sun: 108,200,000 km (67,240,000 miles, 0.72 AU) 

Radius: 6,052 km (3,760 miles) 

Density: 5243 kg/m
3
 

Rotational Period - Length of day: 243 d  

Orbital Period - Length of year: 224.7 d  

Average Orbital Speed : 35 km/s 

Surface Gravity: 8.87 m/s² (0.89 g) 
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Mass: 4.867 x 10
24

 kg (0.815 Earth mass) 

Average Surface Temperature: 735 K (462
o
C) 

Moons: None 

Atmospheric Pressure: 92 MPa (920 x Earth atm; 101 kPa) 

Atmosphere: 96.5% CO2, 3.5% N2, & 0.015% SO2 

 

Venus, the Goddess of love & beauty. Venus used to be called our sister planet because it is the closest and the 

same size. Before Modern times, folks even thought it harbored tons of life; like a tropical forest thing. 

 
 

We now know that is far from the truth. It took so long to discover the differences between Earth & Venus 

simply because we can’t see the surface from here. Following are a few photos taken by earth-bound 

telescopes. 
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Image: Keck Observatory 1982 

 
Image: Keck Observatory 1991 
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The surface is simply obscured from our view due to the dense cloud structure. The clouds on Venus are 

basically highly reflective sulfuric acid! Yes, that's the same stuff as in your car battery; would dissolve a human 

being in a matter of minutes. Not a nice place to vacation. 

However, with the advent of the so-called “space-age”, probes have been sent to most planets. The following 

image is an all-surface X-ray scan of Venus completed by Magellan space probe to Venus in 1994. X-rays can 

penetrate the thick cloud cover and “see” the surface. Note the lava flows over the entire surface. Like I said, 

not a nice place to visit. We have given up trying to land another probe there simply because lens and most 

metal parts melt before they have a chance to do much. 

 

 

 
Image: NASA - http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA00104 

http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA00104
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The following image is a close-up of the surface taken by Magellan. Full lava flows everywhere. Yuck. 

 

 
Image: NASA - http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA00104 

 

And the following is an extreme close-up… 

http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA00104
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Just jokin’ … 

 

Why is Venus so darn hot? Well, we can understand why the atmosphere is so hot; runaway greenhouse effect. 

With that much carbon dioxide, 97% of the entire atmosphere, greenhouse effect goes unchecked. However, 

why is the entire surface of Venus molten? It could be a consequence of the atmospheric heating. Over a long 

period of time, billions of years, the atmosphere could be acting like an electric blanket for an old guy on a cold 
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winter’s night. This idea is only one of many. Geologists, astronomers, planetary physicists and even 

climatologists all have different views. So, we’ll have to wait and see. 

 

Venus is indeed unique in our little system for more than its heat; the rotation is upside-down. What? It spins 

backwards as compared to all the other planets. Its north pole is actually on the bottom of the planet. As looking 

down on Earth’s North Pole, we rotate counterclockwise. As looking down on Venus, it rotates clockwise. 

Strange. While we are chatting about planetary rotations, take a look at the following image. 

 
Image: http://www.skepticalscience.com/Milankovitch.html 

 

Notice Venus’ rotation is backwards. Notice any other weird one? Uranus is tilted on its side making it “roll” in 

orbit. Both planets rotate like this due to collisions with other planet(oids) billions of years ago. Venus actually 

got knocked upside-down and Uranus got knocked on its side. The Earth, remember, was hit by Theia to make 

the Moon. The collision knocked us 23.5o off center. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.skepticalscience.com/Milankovitch.html
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Mars, The Red Planet  

 

 
 

Mars has been studied and visited more than any other planet or even moon in the system other than Earth. 

Data first: 

 
Named: Roman God of War 

Distance from Sun: 227,939,100 km (141,634,800 mi, 1.52 AU) 

Radius: 3400 km (0.53 Earth) 

Density: 3934 kg/m
3
 

Rotational Period - Length of day: 24.6 hr  

Orbital Period - Length of year: 687 d  
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Average Orbital Speed : 24 km/s 

Surface Gravity: 3.7 m/s² (0.37 g) 

Mass: 6.3 x 10
22

 kg (0.1 Earth mass) 

Average Surface Temperature: 210 K (-63
o
C) Min 130 K (-143

o
C) Max 308 K (35

o
C) 

Moons: 2 (Phobos: 11km wide & Deimos: 6 km wide) 

Atmospheric Pressure: 0.64 kPa (1/120
th
  Earth atm) 

Atmosphere: 95.3% CO2, 2.7% N2, & 1.6% Ar, & 0.13% O2 

 

It was originally believed that there were active civilizations on Mars, thereby the rash of invasions by Martians 

in science fiction by HG Wells’ War of the Worlds (1898), Edgar Rice Burroughs’ (Creator of Tarzan) A Princess of 

Mars (John Carter series of 1912), and even Thomas Edison’s silent film A Trip to Mars (1910). This was believed 

because of a guy named Giovanni Schiaparelli in 1877. He took a close look at Mars and hand drew, since he 

couldn’t find his iPhone© to take pictures, what he saw. He named the long straight lines canali, which was 

translated into English as "canals". Percival Lowell, whose work led to Pluto’s discovery, drew more “canal” 

diagrams of Mars’ surface. 
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Giovanni Schiaparelli’s original pencil sketch of Mars “canalis”. Image: WikiCommons 
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Percival Lowell’s pencil sketches. Image: WikiCommons (Universal History Archive/Getty Images) 

 

 
Lowell’s composite published in his book Mars, the Abode of Life 
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The truth? As Jack Nicholson says, you can’t handle the truth! 

 
Image: http://marsmobile.jpl.nasa.gov/allaboutmars/mystique/ 

 

First, we know there are no “canalis” on the surface. What these guys saw were large geologic features that we 

will get to one by one. There is a tremendous amount of evidence that there is, or at least was, life on Mars. 

However, there are no “Martians”. Darn it. 

 

So, why is it the “Red Planet”? It is indeed red. When seen in the sky, it even appears red to the naked eye. It is 

red simply because of rust. Yes, rust. There is a lot of iron in Mars dirt. Iron rusts to a ruddy brown/red color in 

the presence of oxygen. Done. 

 

Mars Surface Features Mars has the largest canyon in the solar system and the largest volcanoe/mountain in 

the solar system. First the canyon. It is called Valles Marineris, sounds like something you’d order in an Italian 

restaurant. Here is an image of it on the entire globe image by NASA. 

http://marsmobile.jpl.nasa.gov/allaboutmars/mystique/
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Notice that canyon basically crosses the entire surface of Mars! It is roughly 5000 km (3000 miles) long, 200 km 

(120 miles) wide, and an incredible 7 km (4 miles) deep.  Compared to our Grand Canyon? You could throw the 

Grand Canyon into the Valles Marineris and have planet of room for 40 or 50 more Grand Canyons… The entire 

United States would stretch from one side of the canyon to the other! 
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Image: My own PPTX 

 

 

Another perspective? It’s as long as the United States! 
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Now, for Olympus Mons. Oh, Boy. Think Mt Everest is big? It’s nothing comparatively speaking. Right around the 

left “corner” of the images of Mars above, you can see three “pimple” things. They are huge volcanoes larger 

than any mountain on earth. However, just west of them is the Granddaddy of them all. 
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Olympus Mons and the three “little” guys. 
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Side view of Olympus Mons from Mariner 9. Images: NASA 

 

How big is this thing? Take a look. 
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Yeah, that’s big! Image: Me. 

 

Martian Atmosphere There is one. It’s very thin, but it’s there. The Martian atmosphere is only 1/120th as thick 

as ours. It is mostly carbon dioxide; 95%. However, you will remember that Venus’ atmosphere is mostly CO2, 

also, at 96%. So, why isn’t Mars as darn hot as Venus? Two reasons, distance from Sun and the thinness of the 

atmosphere. Mars is over twice as far from the Sun, so gets much less radiant energy; only 25% as much as. 

Further, with an atmosphere that is just barely there, greenhouse effect has little hold. Here’s a comparison of 

Mars and Earth. 
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Martian Interior Mars is almost dead as far as its core is concerned. The core is almost cold so it has no real 

magnetic field.  
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Notice the lack of magnetic field around Mars. Our magnetic field protects us from harmful cosmic rays and 

other nasties. Guess what Mars’ magnetic field does? Nuttin. Nuttin at all. 

 

Martian Moons There are two. However, unlike the recent John Carter movie poster… 

 
Image: www.impawards.com 

http://www.impawards.com/
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…the moons of Mars are tiny jagged rocks, not spherical nice shapes. Here are actual photos of Phobos, Greek 

God of Horror, and Deimos, personification of “dread”. Phobos & Deimos were twin brothers, sons of Ares & 

Aphrodite. 

 
 

Phobos is only 11 km wide while Deimos is a mere 6 km wide. These are obviously captured asteroids that 

happened to wander by Mars and get trapped in orbit by Mars’ gravity. In fact, take a look at this recent APOD 

of Phobos in orbit! It certainly isn’t the huge bright moon as described by Burroughs in the John Carter novels.  
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Image: NASA – Rover Curiosity finds Phobos in orbit. Phobos is bright spot upper middle.  

Taken from Mars surface 07/03/2013 

(Full video: http://www.space.com/21818-mars-moon-phobos-seen-by-curiosity-video.html) 

http://www.space.com/21818-mars-moon-phobos-seen-by-curiosity-video.html
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Image: NASA Mars Express Orbiter 07/02/2011 

APOD 12/01/2012: http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap101201.html  

 

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap101201.html
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Lots More To Explore There are many more things to discuss about Mars. Things like water, life, explorations, 

evidence of weathering, and fake life (Big Foot, faces, dogs, cats,…). Did I mention life? All these things and more 

will be discussed in two class presentations; one general and one specific about current findings. 

 

The Outer Planets: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus & Neptune Now, for the Big Boys. There are several descriptors for 

these Outer Planets – Jovian Planets (Jovian is a Jupiter descriptor), Gas Giants, Big Guys. You are all huge balls 

of gas. Nothing more, nothing less. Let’s look at each one. 

 

Jupiter – The Biggest of the Big Guys Jupiter is, without a doubt, the most photographed planet other than 

Earth. Here’s a hi-def from NASA. 

 
Image: Cassini NASA http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA02873 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA02873
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Jupiter Data: 

 

Named: Roman King of Gods 

Distance from Sun: 7.79 x 10
11

m (4.84 x 10
8
 miles, 5.2 AU) 

Radius: 69,911 km (11 Earths) 

Density: 1326 kg/m
3
 

Rotational Period - Length of day: 10 hr  

Orbital Period - Length of year: 4,333 d, 11.86 yr 

Average Orbital Speed : 13 km/s 

Surface Gravity: 25 m/s² (2.5 g) 

Mass: 1.9 x 10
27

 kg (318 Earths) 

Average “Surface” Temperature: 165 K (-108
o
C)  

Moons: 67 

Atmospheric Pressure: ??? 

Atmosphere: 90% H, 10% He (Upper clouds are ammonia crystals) 

 

In the above image, you see the famous Red Spot. This is a hurricane that Galileo saw 400 years ago. We have 
no idea how long it has been around before that. It is twice the size of the Earth and winds as high as 400 MPH.  
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Image: WikiCommons 
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Art Image: www.zmescience.com 

 

Jupiter’s Interior There are some really weird things about Jupiter. First, we really don’t know what is at its 

center because we can’t see through its miles and miles of clouds. We do have a few theories and only one has 

been replicated in a laboratory. Since Jupiter is mostly hydrogen, the deeper into the clouds you go, the more 

the pressure is due to the immense gravity. At about 20% of the way down to the center, hydrogen is squeezed 

into a liquid. This follows basic ideal gas laws from Chem class. Then by eh time you get to about 80 % of the way 

down, the hydrogen is squeezed so much that is acts like it’s a solid hunk of hydrogen. This is a weird form of 

hydrogen called metallic hydrogen. Scientists have made some of this in laboratories under immense pressures 

trying to duplicate the conditions deep inside Jupiter’s clouds. So, yeah. Jupiter has no real solid surface, just like 

none of the Gas Giants do. 

Another weird thing is the cloud movement. Each “strip” of clouds you see move in opposite directions. In class, 

I will show actual video of the cloud motion. Each strip is even given specific names which we don’t need. Notice 

that the Great Red Spot, at lower right in image, rotates between two strips of clouds; the top one heading west 

while the bottom one heads east. 
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Image: http://ase.tufts.edu/cosmos/print_images.asp?id=9 

 

Jupiter’s Rings Yes, Jupiter has rings. Not as grand as Saturn’s rings, but it has a few.  

 
Image: The New Horizons Long Range Reconnaissance Imager (LORRI) snapped this photo of Jupiter's ring system 

on February 24, 2007, from a distance of 7.1 million kilometers (4.4 million miles). 

NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Southwest Research Institute 

 

Jupiter’s Moons Jupiter has a total of 67 recognized moons as of 07/19/2013. That sounds like a whole crap load 

of moons, but wait till we talk about the 150 moons or Saturn! Yeah, 150! Only about the first 40 or so of 

Jupiter’s moons have real names. The rest have “temporary” science designations because they were simply 

running out of clever names. 

http://ase.tufts.edu/cosmos/print_images.asp?id=9
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The most famous of these moons are called the Galilean Moons; the four largest that were discovered by 

Galileo 400 years ago. These are quite visible even through cheap binoculars as four dots lined up with Jupiter at 

the center. See below: 
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Image: www.mikeastrophotos.com 

 

These moons are quite large.  

http://www.mikeastrophotos.com/
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The smallest of the lot, Europa, is the size of Earth's moon while Ganymede is the largest moon in the Solar 

System. In fact, Ganymede, with a diameter of 3,100 miles, is larger than the planet Mercury and planetoid 

Pluto. 

Europa is quite a cool animal. It was mentioned in the classic 1982 Arthur C Clark novel, 2010 A Odyssey Two, 

the sequel to 2001: A Space Odyssey. At the end of the movie, God or whomever it was supposed to be, warned 

earthlings,  
 

 

 

 

 

Io; 3660 km diameter, 9x106 kg, 420,000 

km orbital radius 

Europa; 3121 km diameter, 4.8x106 kg, 

670,000 km orbital radius 

Ganymede; 5262 km diameter, 14.8x106 

km orbital radius 

Callisto; 4820 km diameter, 10.8x106 km 

orbital radius 
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ALL THESE WORLDS 

ARE YOURS EXCEPT 

EUROPA 

ATTEMPT NO 

LANDING THERE 

USE THEM TOGETHER 

USE THEM IN PEACE 

 

This happened just before Jupiter turns into another sun called, Lucifer. Yeah, well, it’s Hollywood.  

However, Europa could be very special scientifically. It could hold life. It is basically a huge ball of water & ice.  
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Europa is basically a “waterworld”; covered in a 100 km (60 mile) thick ocean that has a frozen top. Take a look 

at how much liquid water Europa actually has compared to us. Amazing. 
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Image: APOD http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/1205/EuropasOcean_KPHand003.jpg 

 

APOD’s description of above image: 

 How much of Jupiter's moon Europa is made of water? A lot, actually. Based on the Galileo 

probe data acquired during its exploration of the Jovian system from 1995 to 2003, Europa 

possesses a deep, global ocean of liquid water beneath a layer of surface ice. The subsurface 

ocean plus ice layer could range from 80 to 170 kilometers in average depth. Adopting an 

estimate of 100 kilometers depth, if all the water on Europa were gathered into a ball it would 

have a radius of 877 kilometers. To scale, this intriguing illustration compares that hypothetical 

ball of all the water on Europa to the size of Europa itself (left) - and similarly to all the water on 

planet Earth. With a volume 2-3 times the volume of water in Earth's oceans, the global ocean 

on Europa holds out a tantalizing destination in the search for extraterrestrial life in our solar 

system. 

 

Too cool! 

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/1205/EuropasOcean_KPHand003.jpg
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap110130.html
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/galileo/index.cfm
http://www.universetoday.com/12143/europas-ocean-thick-or-thin/
http://www.universetoday.com/12143/europas-ocean-thick-or-thin/
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA01130
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap120515.html
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap120515.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3C84cYlHzn4
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Note above how the orbits of Jupiter’s moons are all Ker fluxed. Our Moon orbits pretty closely to our own 

equator. Not Jupiter’s moons. This indicates that most of the little guys are simply asteroids that got a little too 

close to Jupiter’s immense gravitational field and now can’t leave. This was previously mentioned as the 

“capture” method of moon formation. In fact, are there asteroids near Jupiter? Yep. Take a look below. 
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Note the white blotch of asteroids between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. That is the vaunted Asteroid Belt. 

However, there are other “clumps” of asteroids. Jupiter has two “families” of asteroids in its orbit: Trojans and 

Greeks. Both are held in place by not only the Sun’s gravity for orbital shapes, but by Jupiter’s gravity. The 

Trojans are following Jupiter and the Greeks are preceding it. Cool. 
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Note this weirdo above. Since the outer appearance of Jupiter is all clouds, it stands to reason that the cloud 

cover changes over time. Note that recently the large dark cloud strip just below Jupiter’s equator disappeared. 

Why? We aren’t sure… 
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Image: http://www.jupiterfacts.net/JupiterMoonsAndRings/AllJupiterMoons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.jupiterfacts.net/JupiterMoonsAndRings/AllJupiterMoons
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Saturn: Lord of the Rings  

 
Image: Google Images via Tumblr.com 

 

Saturn Data:  

 

Named: Roman God of Agriculture & Father of Jupiter; Greek equivalent is Kronos. (Saturday) 

Distance from Sun: 1.43 x 10
12

m (8.9 x 10
8
 miles, 9.6 AU) 

Radius: 60,268 km (9.4 Earths) 

Density: 687 kg/m
3 
(LESS than water!) 

Rotational Period - Length of day: 10.5 hr  

Orbital Period - Length of year:  29.46 yr 

Average Orbital Speed : 9.7 km/s 
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Surface Gravity: 10.44 m/s² (1 g) 

Mass: 5.7 x 10
26

 kg (95 Earths) 

Average “Surface” Temperature: 85 K (-180
o
C)  

Moons: 150 at least. 62 have definite names. 

Atmospheric Pressure: ??? 

Atmosphere: 96% H, 3% He (Upper clouds are ammonia crystals) 

Saturn is the 2nd largest planet we have here. It is best known for its large beautiful array of rings. 

 

Saturn’s Physical Properties Note in the data list above that Saturn’s density is only 687 kg/m
3
. That is less than 

water at 1000 kg/m
3
. This means if you could find a swimming pool large enough, Saturn would actually float! 

 
Image: www.inflatable-all-world.com 

 

Oops, sorry. Wrong floating Saturn… 

http://www.inflatable-all-world.com/
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Note also in the following real image by Hubble that Saturn has stripes of clouds just like Jupiter, but much less 

pronounced. 

 
Image: www.skyandtelescope.com 

 

Saturn’s Rings The rings are a somewhat complex system of water ice crystals (94% by volume) and small rocks. 

The ring system is very wide and very thin. It extends from about 7,000 km above the surface to about 121,000 

km; that’s a distance of over 114,000 km (71,000 miles). However, the ring system is only 20 meters thick! Yes, 

20 METERS! The classroom you are sitting in is about 10 meters wide! They look like solid discs from here on 

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/
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earth, but, keep in mind; we are over 900,000,000 miles away! If you were actually right inside the rings, you 

probably wouldn’t even see anything floating around you. The rings are very diffuse. 

Where sis they come from? 

 
 

Saturn Moon’s Saturn holds the Guinness Book of Solar System Record for number of moons at over 150. Jupiter 

has only 67.  

 
http://shirt.woot.com/offers/i-hope-you-brought-a-lot-of-baggies 

 

One of the most intriguing moons of Saturn and the solar system is Titan. Frequently described as a planet-like 

moon, Titan has a diameter roughly 50% larger than our Moon and is 80% more massive. It is the second-largest 

moon in the Solar System, after Jupiter's moon Ganymede, and is larger by volume than the smallest 

planet, Mercury, although only about 41% as massive. Titan was the first known moon of Saturn, discovered in 

http://shirt.woot.com/offers/i-hope-you-brought-a-lot-of-baggies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_natural_satellites_by_diameter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_natural_satellites_by_diameter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganymede_(moon)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)
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1655 by the Dutch astronomer Christiaan Huygens, and was the fifth moon of a planet apart from the Earth to 

be discovered.[55] Size comparison? See image below. 

 
Earth, Moon, & Titan. 

So, other than being large and planet-like, what’s so special? It has a real atmosphere. See the fantastic image 

below… 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christiaan_Huygens
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titan_(moon)#cite_note-10
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Image: APOD 07/29/2013  http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html 

Explanation: This is not a solar eclipse. Pictured above is a busy vista of moons and rings taken at Saturn. The large circular 
object in the center of the image is Titan, the largest moon of Saturn and one of the most intriguing objects in the 
entire Solar System. The dark spot in the center is the main solid part of the moon. The bright surrounding ring is 
atmospheric haze above Titan, gas that is scattering sunlight to a camera operating onboard the robotic Cassini spacecraft. 
Cutting horizontally across the image are the rings of Saturn, seen nearly edge on. At the lower right of Titan is Enceladus, a 
small moon of Saturn. Since the image was taken pointing nearly at the Sun, the surfaces of Titan and Enceladus appear 
in silhouette, and the rings of Saturn appear similar to a photographic negative. Now if you look really really closely at 
Enceladus, you can see a hint of icy jets shooting out toward the bottom of the image. It is these jets that inspired future 
proposals to land on Enceladus, burrow into the ice, and search for signs of extraterrestrial life. 

 

Titan’s atmosphere is mostly nitrogen, just like Earth’s. It has weather and rain and storms and lakes and rivers 

and people and… Well, maybe not people, but… Also, it is in synchronous orbit around Saturn. Remember what 

that means? Our own Moon is in sync with us. That means that Titans orbital period of 16 days is exactly the 

same as its rotational period so the same side faces Saturn all the time. Weird, huh? Here’s what we think it’s 

made of: 

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130511.html
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA08235
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/science/index.cfm?SciencePageID=73
http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/space/solar-system/
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap040810.html
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/spacecraft/overview/
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=Saturn&Display=Rings
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enceladus_(moon)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pL4LTFBO10Q
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap120528.html
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap121231.html
http://s1.favim.com/orig/8/black-cat-pet-white-Favim.com-168987.jpg
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap091124.html
http://www.dlr.de/dlr/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-10081/151_read-2751/year-all/#gallery/4874
http://www.dlr.de/dlr/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-10081/151_read-2751/year-all/#gallery/4874
http://phys.org/news/2012-03-enceladus-explorer-mission-life.html
http://www.cosmosmagazine.com/features/secret-life-saturns-moon-enceladus/
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With that much water and that much of an atmosphere, can there be life? Its way cool to think “yes”… 
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Uranus & Neptune 

  
  Uranus / Earth      Neptune / Earth 

Uranus Data:      Neptune Data: 

 

Named: Greek god of the sky, Ouranos 

[ONLY planet not Roman-named] 

**Discovered by William Herschell 1781 

 

Named: God of the Seas (Poseidon)  

**Discovered by Lerrier & Gale 1846  

 

 
Distance from Sun: 2.89 x 10

12
m (1.8 billion 

miles, 19.2 AU) 
 

Distance from Sun: 4.5 x 10
12

m (3 billion 
miles, 30 AU) 

Radius: 25,560 km (4 Earths) 
 

Radius: 24,760 km (3.9 Earths) 

Density: 1270 kg/m
3
  

 
Density: 1638 kg/m

3 
 

Rotational Period - Length of day: 17.3 hr  
 

Rotational Period - Length of day: 16 hr  

Orbital Period - Length of year:  84.3 yr 
 

Orbital Period - Length of year: 165 yr 

Average Orbital Speed : 6.8 km/s 
 

Average Orbital Speed : 5.4 km/s 

Surface Gravity: 8.7 m/s² (0.9 g) 
 

Surface Gravity: 11.2 m/s² (1.1 g) 

Mass: 8.7 x 10
25

 kg (14.5 Earths) 
 

Mass: 1.0 x 10
26

 kg (17 Earths) 

Average “Surface” Temp: 76 K (-200
o
C)  

 

Average “Surface” Temp: 72 K (-200
o
C)  

Moons: 27 

 

Moons: 14 

Atmosphere: 83% H, 14% He, 3% Methane Atmosphere: 83% H, 15% He, 2% Methane 
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(Upper clouds are ammonia crystals) (Upper clouds are ammonia crystals) 
 

As you can see from the data lists above, Uranus and Neptune are quite similar, almost the same. They are 

sometimes categorized in a special category of planets called “Ice Giants”.  Some cool things about each. 

 

Uranus First strange thing is that it is considered the first planet discovered in Modern times; 1781.  

 

It is unique for its rotational orientation. The axis of rotation is actually tilted at 98o to its orbital plane. That 

means Uranus basically looks like a rolling bowling ball while it orbits. A large blue bowling ball, but still…  

 
Image: http://www2.astro.psu.edu/users/niel/astro1/slideshows/class39/slides-39.html 

 

How did Uranus get such an extreme tilt? Theory holds that it got hit repeatedly by large asteroids which 

knocked it off kilter. Just like Theia hit the Earth and cause us to tilt at 23o. 

 

Uranus also has a complex ring system as imaged below by Hubble. 

 

http://www2.astro.psu.edu/users/niel/astro1/slideshows/class39/slides-39.html
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Image: Hubble Space Telescope http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/1998/35/image/a/ 

 

Uranus’ interior is almost identical to Neptune’s. Mostly gases and frozen ice crystals. 

 
 

 

 

 

http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/1998/35/image/a/
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Neptune First cool thing about Neptune is that it is the first planet to be found by using Newton’s Laws of 

Gravitation and Orbital Mechanics rather than simple observations. In 1791, a few guys noticed that Uranus was 

not always moving in a smooth elliptical orbit. It had a few perturbations or bumps in it. A few smart guys, in 

particular Frenchman, Urbain Le Verrier, figured out that there had to be a gravitational pull from something 

big beyond Uranus’ orbit. He was right. Exactly where Le Verrier’s calculations predicted, German Johann Gale in 

1846 found not only Neptune, but Neptune’s largest moon, Triton. Quite cool! 

 

However, historically speaking, Galileo is the first to record Neptune in his observations. Galileo's drawings show 

that he first observed Neptune on 28 December 1612, and again on 27 January 1613. On both occasions, Galileo 

mistook Neptune for a fixed star due to the extremely slow orbital motion. It always looked to Galileo to be in the 

same spot. 

 

Neptune has moons (14) and thin rings just like Uranus. However, its big moon, Triton is really in need of some 

serious therapy. Triton has a real atmosphere (unknown composition as yet), it has a retrograde orbit (backwards) 

to Neptune, its own orbital plane is inclined at a full 40
o
 to Neptune’s orbit, its orbit is virtually a perfect circle 

(eccentricity of 0.000 01) and it’s another one of those weird synchronous ones that keep one face pointing 

toward Neptune. 

 
Triton 

 

Pluto Not a planet 
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Chapter 7 Resources 

Powerpoint: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroPPTs.html 

 DIRECT LINKS:  Inner Planets PPTX - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Arny-InnerPlanets2.ppt   

   Extra Mars PPTX - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Mars2012-PST.pptx  

    Outer Planets PPTX - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Planets-PST.ppt   

    Outer Planets PDF - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Planets-PST.pdf  

Narrated Video – Coming Soon 

 

Homework: 

 Complete list: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroHWSchedule.html  

 

 Homework ‘A’ (SS, Mercury & Venus):  

 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1R4W40QK2A6kLdOEywfj2YfjkU_Jvoru_BHnTO7n0llg/viewform 

 

 Homework ‘B’ (MAAHHHHZZZZ!):  

 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1s8nwXpXZ44Rg7cKDO7hwIlkRyA8EiWuNXuGhWdVpfZI/viewform 

 

 Homework ‘C’ (Outer Planets): 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/17kQP9OaJrd2ItwMgvNEYHyzLW3zGqXiQ5sArabUEjYA/viewform 

 

LABS: 

 TP Solar System Scale 

 

 

http://dtfizzix.com/AstroPPTs.html
http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Arny-InnerPlanets2.ppt
http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Mars2012-PST.pptx
http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Planets-PST.ppt
http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Planets-PST.pdf
http://dtfizzix.com/AstroHWSchedule.html
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1R4W40QK2A6kLdOEywfj2YfjkU_Jvoru_BHnTO7n0llg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1s8nwXpXZ44Rg7cKDO7hwIlkRyA8EiWuNXuGhWdVpfZI/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/17kQP9OaJrd2ItwMgvNEYHyzLW3zGqXiQ5sArabUEjYA/viewform
http://www.dtfizzix.com/LABS/TP-LAB.pdf

